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Abstract

When dealing with time series� the one step ahead forecasting problem
based on experimental data is the problem of estimating the autoregression
function of the underlying process� When minimizing the expected forecast�
ing error is the main goal the �exible approach has to be used to be able to
adjust the complexity of the model to the complexity of the data� Multilay�
ered perceptrons are a popular example of such a �exible approach but not
the only one� Other methods such as kernel approximator �e�g� Naradaya
Watson regressor�� regression spline or wavelet regressor can also be used�
But whatever �exible approach is� the main issue remains the control of the
complexity of the �exible approximator� Noise injection in the inputs is an
e�cient technique to do so� The complexity of the regessor is then adjusted
thanks to the quantity �variance� of injected noise� This quantity is tuned
using a bootstrap estimation of the forecasting error� One unexpected e�ect
of this approach is the possibility to prove the consistency of the estimator
under some assumptions about the underlying process who generates the time
series� The two main assumptions are� the process is varying �signi�cantly�
and the process is bounded� Furthermore the boundary conditions imply to
eliminate the tendency for the remaining process to be bounded� This theoret�
ical result permits to design a methodology for using multilayered perceptrons
to forecast� The whole approach was applied successfully to forecast the daily
water consumption in the south of Paris�

�



� Introduction

From a practical point of view� the problem we are interested in� is relatively simple�
how to estimate today the future value of a quantity� with the utmost possible
precision and reliability� This is the one�step�ahead prediction� To this end� we
have at our disposal the past values of this quantity� the data of one or several time
series and prior knowledge of the phenomenon which produces this time series�

For the �previsionnist� this same problem of prediction can be de�ned as a problem
of estimation of dependencies based on empirical data� with two important speci�ci�
ties� the regularity of the sampling and the dynamic aspect due to timewhich creates
a fundamental relationship between the data� The hypothesis of the independence
of the sample which is admitted for the regression� must be rejected here� A time
series is a dependent sample� What we have to do� therefore� is to �nd �regularities�
in the available sample � supposing the phenomenon is stable enough in time� for us
to retrieve and predict these regularities� To this end� a �classical� approach consists
in �rst� setting down a model and analyzing the phenomenon which has caused the
time series� then in valuing the sample�parameters� by starting from the available
data� We are going to deal with a di	erent approach giving greater importance to
experimental data� Starting from these data and from a criterion to be minimized�
we are going to see how to build a forecasting model of the �black box� type� a

exible model whose complexity will have to be adjusted to the complexity of the
available data�

Let us� �rst� specify the problem� making clear what data are available� what aims
are pursued and lastly what prior hypothesis are set on the nature of the solution�
which will allow us to build up a model� This problem can be thus formulated�

for a given time series� fx�t�g
t���T forecast x�T  �� ���

One can also have additional data fu�t�gt���T also called exogeneous variables to
estimate x�T  ���

Our aim is� therefore� to obtain a one�step�ahead prediction that would be as pre�
cise as possible on still unknown data� In the following study we shall choose the
�quadratic� cost to quantify the quality of the prediction� In this case� at time T �
the best prevision bx�T  �� will be the one minimizing the quadratic criterion�

minbx�T���kbx�T  �� � x�T  ��k� ���

The observed value will often be considered as the realization of a random variable�
We shall then try to minimize the error in average�

Before setting down a model� one must interpret the variations recorded on this
time�series� These variations can be explained by various factors ��gure ���

� a regular deterministic component� depending on time �tendency� periodical
or other component�



� an eventually chaotic deterministic component constituting the texture� This
is the �regressive� or �autoregressive� part�

� some exceptional events or perturbations

� a stochastic component shaping the random and unobservable aspects of the
phenomenon�
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Figure �� Exemple of the di	erent components of a time series

These di	erent components are not necessarily additive� It is clear that �all� is not
foreseeable� In particular� the random series and the �very� chaotic series cannot be
foreseen if the prediction�horizon is too remote� The phenomena which are di�cult
to identify from a sample� are also nearly impossible to foresee� We shall there�
fore have to specify the conditions under which we shall be able to give a reliable
forecasting� But even among the predictable phenomena� di	erent practicians may
have di	erent problems combined with the same time�series� According to the time
constant the following cases can eventually occur�

� the long�term forecasting� The time�constant is of the order of the year� in the
�eld of economy predictions� It is the tendency prediction�

� the mid�term forecasting� The time�constant is of the order of the month or of
the day� in the �eld of economy predictions� It is the regular part prediction�
It is the case we are interested in

� the short�time forecasting� The time�constant is of the order of the hour or of
the minute� The essential aim is to detect perturbations�



The classi�cation can be crossed with the various aims of analysis as seen byWeigend
�citeWeigend�� who makes a distinction between the aims of characterization of the
phenomenon and the aims of forecasting� This allows us to set the �eld we consider
in this study� the detection of regularities for a one�step�ahead forecasting� The
performance of the series will be supposed to be statistically the same in the future
as it has been in the past� Moreover we shall only be interested in the phenomena
which can be modeled by a short term memory� as opposed to the long�term memory
which is for instance necessary for speech or language recognition� We do not wish to
make other hypotheses as to the nature of the phenomenon producing the observed
data� It is the available data and the criterion to be minimized that will be put
forward�

We are going to develop an approach of the �black box� type� quali�ed as non�
parametric� able to adjust its complexity to that of the data� a 
exible approach
of the model�capacity� The text is thus organized� we are going �rst recall what
is a non�linear modeling of the �black box� type� and we shall explain under what
respects it can prove to be useful� We shall then discuss about the �black box�
approach we are interested in� forecasting using connectionist models � we shall
insist on the principal short�time memory dynamic phenomenon� the multi�layer
perceptrons� Lastly� we shall present an example of use of this type of model on a
problem of water day�consumption forecasting�

� Non�linear models for forecasting

��� Non�linear approaches classi�cation

In the �eld of time�series analysis� the main trend of research developed itself un�
der the hypotheses on the �ergodicity�� stationarity� and �linearity� of the models�
considering residuals of Gaussian type ���� In this �eld� linear models of autoregres�
sive moving average type Box and Jenkins� approach seemed able to answer most of
the �previsionnists� needs ����� When the available data didn�t seem to verify the
hypotheses of the model� they were altered� A number of techniques has thus been
developed so as to make the data in keeping with this type of modeling� But in some
cases no linear model is �t� Tong ���� gives �ve limits to the ARMA type modeling
which he sums up thus� the class of the ARMA models constitutes a judicious choice
if and only if the autocovariances are considered as an important characteristic of
the phenomenon� To justify the passage to non�linearity� Weigend ���� gives the
example of simple models allowing to generate chaotic or pseudo uncertain series�
unpredictable with linear models

xt � �xt���� � xt���

xt � �xt�� mod �



Moreover� even if the model is linear� the best prediction knowing the past� may not
be linear� Coming back to the studies of Shepp ���� on the non gaussian A models�
Tong gives a simple example enlightening the limits of linear modeling� He considers
the following MA model of order one�

Xt � �t � ��t�� ���

where �t is a i�i�d random variable uniformly distributed on f��� �g� In this case the
conditional expectation IE�XtjXt�� � x� is a non�linear function of the past observed
value x of the time series� Lastly many authors� as much in economists ���� ��� as in
automatics ���� agree on an experimental observation� the form of many time series
suggests the use of non linear forecasting�models� It is nevertheless a fact that in
the economic �eld particularly� the use of non�linear models always faces a certain
number of practical and theoretical di�culties �����

All this has therefore accounted for the development of non�linear techniques� The
di	erent non�linear approaches can be classi�ed according to several criteria� whether
they are deterministic or stochastic� of the inputs�outputs type or with an internal
parametric or non�parametric representation�

� deterministic models� non linear physical models and chaotic approach ��� ���
����

� state�models �internal representation�

� Hidden Markov models ���� ���

� generalized Kalman�s �lter�����

� recurrent neural networks �����

� non�linear parametrics

� bi�linear models �����

� exponential type models �EAR ����� EXPAR ���� or NEAR �����

� models with a non constant variance� autoregressive� conditionally het�
eroscedastic ARCH ���

� models with change of speed or threshold autoregressive TAR ����

� regression models with smooth transition SETAR ����� page ����

To have a more detailed review of this model� one can read ���� ��� ��� ���
and Tong ���� who devotes the third chapter of his book to the study of about
�fteen models of this type�

� non parametric of the black box type �see ���� for a review in the scope of
identi�cation�



� with a kernel basis or the use of kernel�based methods in ARCH models
����

� splines ���� multivariable Regression Splines �MARS� ����

� the nearest neighbours ����� eventually in an ad hoc feature space ����

� the connectionist models �semi�parametric�� the multi�layer perceptrons
����� the radial basis functions ����� the time delay neural networks �TDNN�
���� and other hybrid approaches

� the models based on fuzzy logic

� wavelets ����

One notices that an important e	ort has been realized in the �eld of non�linear
models� the contribution of the neural�networks has still to be precised� To this end�
we are going to discuss the non�parametric point of view on prevision in order to
evoke afterwards the advantages and drawbacks of connectionist models� Before� we
shall �rst examine some �experimental� results allowing a �rst comparison between
these various approaches�

��� Forecasting competitions

After a summer�course in Santa Fe in ���� where several specialists of non�linear
prediction models had met ���� it was decided to undertake a prediction �competi�
tion� to try and sort out better the various models� A competition does not solve all
problems but it may provide some elements of information as to the practical interest
of the various approaches� The confrontation of the results of this so�called �Santa
Fe� competition led to another meeting ����� The results may seem contradictory
since the methods� based on the use of networks of the multi�layer perceptron type�
gave both the best and also the worst results� This apparent contradiction has the
merit of bringing to the fore� the dangers linked with the use of neural networks and
particularly that of overtraining� The 
exibility and great capacity of connectionist
models allow them to adjust themselves to a sample as precisely as one wishes� But�
if it possible to do everything� it is also possible to do anything and it is not because
the model is well adjusted on the sample that it will necessarily give good prediction
results on new data� The use of a connectionist model must therefore necessarily be
associated with a mechanism allowing the control of this model capacity� Another
competition on power demand time series has also been won by neural networks �
seen under a bayesian point of view �����

These competitions have also allowed to precise in which cases the connectionist
models may prove useful i�e� when�

� the aim is the minimization of a prediction�criterion as opposed to the descrip�
tion of the phenomenon�



� no prior knowledge on the process having generated the data is available�
particularly no model is given�

� many data are available

� the data suggest the use of a non linear model �this can be tested�

� time series is su�ciently regular in an ad hoc representation space� Recall that
multilayer perceptron type when properly used� put into practice a smoothing
technique�

Other competitions are clearly less favourable to connectionist models� On the
data of the M and M� competitions ���� the neural networks haven�t shown any
superiority ����� These data are probably too short �between �� and ��� points�
and also perhaps �too speci�cally economic�� We shall probably get some more
information soon� as a competition with �nancial data is taking place now�

Since we have now roused interest on connectionist models� and since we have pre�
sented them as a class of non parametric models� we are going to be more precise
on what we mean by non parametric model�

��� Models to minimize the prediction error

On important point when using neural networks is that no model of the system is
available� We are now going to show how to derive the best predictive a model based
on the minimization of some given cost but not on physical considerations� This
analysis has been inspired by the one performed to design input�output black box
models and the point of view developed in the �kernel estimator community� �����

����� The auto regressive function

Let us consider the observed times series fxtgt���T as the realization of a discrete
stochastic process that is to say a series of random variable �Xt�t���T ordered in time�
In a �black box� modeling approach the problem is not to estimate some parameters
but to �nd the best forecasting value bxt�� of Xt�� knowing the past �t that is to say
we are looking for the function bxt�� � f��t� t� minimizing the following criterion�

min
f�F

Jg � IE
�
kXt�� � bxt��k� j �t � x� t

�
���

where �t � �Xt�Xt��� ����X�� Ut� and Ut denotes the exogenous variables explaining
the next random variable Xt��� A �rst important hypothesis we made now is that
the distribution of the variable to be forecasted only depends on a �nite set of past
values� That is to say that �t � �Xt�Xt��� ����Xt��� Ut� where � denotes the order of
the model� In this case the process �Xt�t���T is said to be ��Markovian� Note that
the Markovian hypothesis is necessary to derive the following consistency results�



The solution of the minimization problem ��� is given when it exists by the autore�
gression function m�

m�t� x�
�
� IE�Xt�� j �t � x� t� ���

It can be shown that for any Markovian process such function exists� This autore�
gression function is our target and we are going to see multilayered perceptron as
an estimator of this function� But this is not always possible and the double depen�
dency of the autoregressive function on time t and other informations x may be the
root of some problems� If this interaction between time and other informations x is
too complex the autoregressive function won�t be identi�able� Temporal component
are of two kinds� Either time determine a tendency or it�s e	ect is periodic as it is
for instance for a seasonal e	ect� The tendency model the fact that the observed
system producing the time series is not isolated according to Ramsey�s de�nition
����� To deal with such a problem we propose to eliminate the tendency to concen�
trate ourselves on the isolated system� To do so we make the hypothesis that the
autoregresion function admit an additive tendency g�t�� so it can be written under
the form�

m�t� x� � r�x�  g�t� ���

r�x� being a bounded function� the autoregression function of an isolated system�
In the following the autoregression function will be supposed to be independent
from the time and denoted r�x�� The underlying process will be supposed to be
Markovian �at order � ��

Since the target function is an expectation and the underlying density function is
unknown the autoregressive function is impossible to compute directly� In our ap�
proach the autoregressive function r�x� is estimated by br�x� the function minimizing
the empirical cost�

minbr�F Jemp �
�

T � �

T��X
t��

kxt�� � br��t�k
� ���

For this empirical mean to converge to an expectation it implies certain ergodicity
properties from the process� From this modelization some problems arise�

� choice of set F which re
ects the a priori and determines the type of non
parametric model chosen �kernel� spline� neural network� wavelet �����

� nature and number of explication variables� In other terms how to chose the
delay � and how to chose the other explicative variables

� consistency of the principle� i�e under which conditions and at what speed �
in function of the sample size T � the minimum of empirical cost converges on
the minimum of theoretical cost



� validity domain of the model� particularly when should a non�parametric and
a parametric model be used�

Before trying to answer some of the above questions� we are going to precise the
nature of the model we are going to put on the process in order to identify it by
minimization of the empirical risk�

After trend elimination� the most general model we would like to consider would be
expressed thus�

Xt�� � f�t��t� �t� ���

where �t denotes some unobservable process� If function f �anticipation diagram�
is non�linear and if time t doesn�t appear explicitly in the equations� the series
of random variables Xt then de�nes a Non�linear� Auto�Regressive process with
exogenous entries �NARX� �����

But this truth model is unknown� Since we are interested only by �nding the best
possible forecasting approach� we are dealing with the following black box model�

Xt�� � r��t�  �t ���

where �t is the equivalent innovation with zero mean and �nite variance� Note that
we consider the process with no time component� That is to say if Yt is the observed
process� First by eliminating the time componentXt � Yt�g�t�� This kind of model
is called NLAR in ���� �page ���� But since no hypothesis is made about function r
we prefer the to speak about Functional Auto Regressive model �FAR�� From this
point of view� the problem is to de�ne a functional estimator� The function br�x�
computed by a multilayered neural networks can be seen as an estimation of function
r�

����� Con�dence interval on the forecasted value

In many applications a con�dence interval is required to take a decision� This interval
may be designed in the following way� Assume br�x� is the function computed by the
neural network trained with xt as input and xt�� as output� Assume for simplicity
w�l�o�g� that the forecasted value only depends on the previous value �only one input
xt to forecast xt���� Then for a given observation x at time t the forecasting error
will be

err�x� � IE
�
�br�x��Xt���

�jXt � x
�

Assume r�x� is the best forecasting function� Then we can derive for a given x

err�x� � �br�x�� r�x���  IE
�
�r�x��Xt���

�jXt � x
�

The error has two component B� and ���x� de�ned in the following way

B�x� � �br�x�� r�x��



���x� � IE
�
�r�x��Xt���

�jXt � x
�

First term is the estimation error while the second term is the incompressible error�
so called the conditional variance� Both of these term may be estimated� B�x� is
estimated through a bootstrap procedure presented latter in this paper�

To build an estimate of ���x� it has to be noticed that

���x� � IE
�
X�

t��jXt � x
�
� r��x�

since we already have an estimate of function r�x� thank to our �rst neural network
the conditional expectation of the square of the output remains to be estimated�
This can be performed with a second neural network using the same inputs than
the �rst neural networks but using y�t as target instead of yt� Assume br��x� is the
function computed by the second MLP trained with y�t as output� for a given x the
estimator of the conditional variance is given by�

b���x� � br��x�� br��x�
Note that in this case the underlying model for process �Xt�t�IN is the following
FARCH model �FARCH stands for Functional Auto Regressive with Conditional
Heteroscedacity that is to say non constant variance� �����

Xt�� � r�Xt�  ��Xt� �t ����

where �t is the equivalent innovation with zero mean and variance one� Note that
higher conditional moment may theoretically be estimated in the same way� For
instance� the third conditional moment give information about the disymetry of the
error�

IE
�
X�

t��jXt � x
�

But we verify empirically that the convergence rate of a functional estimator to such
a third order conditional moment is so low that this estimation can not be use for
real applications�

����� Functional estimators

All time�series will not possibly be expressed according to the model described in
equation ���� Moreover� some supplementary hypotheses have to be set to be to
insure the consistency of the principle of minimization of empirical risk in the absence
of a supplementary hypothesis as to the noise law for instance� The process that
has generated the data will have to verify the following properties�

� the �short term memory� therefore Markovian aspect

� ergodicity�



� a certain probability structure� invariant when translated in time �simple or
strict stationarity �� or more feebly the asymptotic independence of the
Present with its Future and Past� given by the mixture character of the process�

Let us underline that a process which veri�es a mixing condition is not necessarily
stationary ����� We think the conditions expressed by Doukhan and Ghind es ����
are sensible for the series we deal with� These conditions are the following ones�

The autoregression function r of the additive model described by the equa�
tion ��� is bounded� The noise law � is absolutely continuous in regard
to Lebesgue measure�

Under the conditions �Xt� is a ��mixing process on which consistency results have
been demonstrated for estimations with a kernel estimator�

These results where extended to non linear models in general ���� and neural net�
works in particular ���� under the same hypothesis� In this paper White give a clear
comment about mixing process� Mixing process are a class of time�series processes
that can exhibit considerable short�run dependence� but display a form of asymptotic
independence� in that events involving elements of �Xt� separated by increasingly
greater time intervals are increasingly closer to independence� Here is the main
point about Doukhan and Ghind es conditions� They allow to consider after trend
elimination the remaining time series as the realisation of a mixing process and
therefore insure the consistency of the functional estimators�

��� Parametric or non�parametric model� the priors about

complexity

Even if the distinction between parametric and non�parametric model is widely used�
it is di�cult to give a precise and satisfactory de�nition� The various suggested de��
nitions are based on the number of parameters � a parametric model being according
to the authors� a model for which the number of parameters is �xed or �nite� An�
other de�nition can be based on the consistency of the estimator� From this point
of view multilayered perceptrons are both parametric and non parametric� multi�
layered perceptrons with a given �xed architecture are not consistent and therefore
multilayered perceptron is a parametric model� But using the sieves technic� that
is to say an increasing architecture depending on the sample size� Multilayered per�
ceptron is a consistent estimator ����� The fact that the same neural network may
be seen at the same time as a parametric and non parametric model reveals the
weakness of such classi�cation�

A di	erent approach consists in establishing a distinction based on the nature of
the prior hypothesis set on the searched solution� Seen under this point of view�
the parametric and non�parametric models are bound with two types of � a priori�
which are di	erent whether we look for the most explicative �parametric� model�



or the most precise �non�parametric� model� Therefore� all depends on the chosen
criterion� If it is the precision of the prediction that prevails� it is necessary to adjust
the model complexity to the data complexity� Up to a point� it little matters whether
the model is parametric or not� the important thing being for it to be 
exible i�e
adjustable in its complexity to that of the data� This complexity which is still to be
de�ned is bound to the regularities of the data from an informational point of view
�����

There are two di	erent ways to describe the time�series regularity ����� therefore
two ways of controlling the complexity of the model� Either one is interested by the
information � quantity necessary to describe the predictable part of the phenomenon�
one tries to specify the information contained in its stochastic component� In the
�rst case� the complexity is the one meant by Kolmogorov� i�e the size of the smallest
program implementing the function which generates the data� In the second case
the complexity is described by the quantity of Shannon information� In the �rst
case� one looks for a compromise between the size of the program and the searched
precision� This size is to be related with the number of the parameters of the model�
It is the parametric point of view on the control of the complexity� On the other
hand� in the second case� if we favour the informational content of the solution
the non�parametric approach is imperative� In this case� even if the structure of the
model and therefore its number of parameters remains �x it is the e	ective number of
the parameters of the model which will have to vary� allowing the adjustment of the
model complexity to the complexity of the data� Following Friedman classi�cation
����� we prefer to use the distinction between rigid or 
exible model�

Therefore� the choice of a rigid or 
exible model depends on the criteria and prior
knowledge introduced about the nature of the solution� If the criterion is the pre�
cision of the prediction� in the absence of physical model of the phenomenon� a

exible model must be used� But the most important distinction concerns the mode
of control of the complexity which will depend on the aim to attain� This distinction
will give the model its rigid or 
exible character� The consequences regarding the
use of neural networks of multi�layered perceptron type are important� We shall see
that this type of model can be used in two di	erent ways according to the type of
complexity control chosen� whether we try to adjust the number of real parameters
of the number of e	ective parameters of the network�

� The connectionist approach of prediction

Owing to the results of the competitions we have already been able to underline
some speci�cities bound with the connectionist approach� an aim of precision in the
sense of a certain criterion �often the least squares�� If these conditions are ful�lled�
then a neural network type model will be organized� It is for us now to choose the
model�



��� Various connectionist models � various architectures

����� Historical approach

It is to Lapedes and Farber ���� that we owe the �rst work showing the possibility
to identify and predict the future of chaotic determinist time series� owing to multi�
layered perceptrons� This study has opened the way to applications in real�world
such as� for instance� the forecasting of stock�return for IBM by White ����� The
latter has gone further� proposing on the following year� a test to decide on the
eventual presence of non�linearities impossible to detect with a linear model �����
This test� based on the use of a multi�layerd perceptron� has been called the neural
network test� Yet in this articles � as in the others available in that time ��� ��� ��� the
description of the employedmethod is brief� Some good results in prediction are also
reported� that have been obtained by using other more complex connectionist models
such as the recurrent models ����� Concerning the one�step�ahead prediction we have
to wait for Andreas Weigend and Eric Wan and their related papers ���� ��� to �nd
detailed descriptions of signi�cative applications including systematic comparisons
with other approaches� Since then� the applications have become more and more
numerous and about sixty articles on this question have been registered in ����
and about forty in ����� At the same time some �automaticians� have taken an
interest in the same type of models� applying them to identi�cation with similar
results ���� ��� ����

����� Connectionnists models of time

Parallel to this main trend of application� another question has mobilized the con�
nectionist community� what is the best architecture for modeling a dynamic system
���� � Obviously all depends on the problem� In an article dealing with this sub�
ject ���� the authors suggest distinguishing three di	erent mechanisms allowing the
treatment of time informations corresponding to three di	erent levels of complexity
of the time e	ect� Time can be treated either from the outside or internally by the
use of architecture� or� lastly� directly at the level of the formal neuron itself� At the
�rst level� we rediscover time modelized by a time�window of �xer size� the model
already suggested in ���� with its time�delay variant TDNN ����� The neural network
of multi�layer perceptron type can then be seen either as a non�linear autoregressive
model �NARX� ����� or as a �lter with in�nite impulsional response �IIR� ����� other
equivalent networks have also been used such as networks with radial basis functions
����� To take time into account in the very architecture of the network an internal
memory� This is made possible owing to various closed loop systems making of the
network a recurrent network� These closed loops have been introduced in di	erent
ways� Either to take into account the state � notion for controlling a dynamic system
looping the outputs towards the inputs �����

Or for the �context� modelization in the scope of the analysis and understanding of
the language �looping of the hidden units towards the entries ������ Then �unifying�



studies have allowed to de�ne totally connected networks and to precise di	erent
algorithms of identi�cation for this type of looped architecture ���� ����� Other
models of still more complex dynamic recurrent networks have been put forward as
the �dynamic recurrent neural network� DRNN ����

In a recent review paper ���� the authors present these various architectures by
referring to the existing models� The non�linear models of the black box type are
classi�ed according to the type of �regressor� chosen�

!

the system to model

Model

�

exogeneous variables
U

�

explicatives variables

�

�

noise

�

�

observed output
X

�

forecasted output

cX
Figure 	 
 Black box models

� NFIR non�linear with �nite impulsional response � � � U

� NARX or parallel series � � � �X�U�

� NOE non�linear with output error or parallel model � � � �U� cX�

� NARMAX � � � �U�X� ��

� NBJ Box and Jenkins non�linear model � � � �U� cX� ��

� Non�linear models with state representation�

These various models can be carried out in a neural network or in another non�
parametric model� The models of the types NOE� NARMAX� NBJ with state�
representation correspond to recurrent networks�

The third way consisting in introducing a dynamic aspect at the level of the neuron
itself� leads to still more complex systems which are therefore all the more di�cult to
control ����� Their application to prediction is therefore delicate ����� Let us under�
line lastly� that many applications use hybrid models in which only one component
is of the connectionist type�

�Les r�eseaux r�ecurrents ont fait notamment l�objet d�un num�ero sp�ecial de la revue IEEE

Transaction on Neural Networks en Mars �����



����� Choice of a connectionist model

The choice of an architecture is ruled by the type of problem to be resolved� We are
going to consider the simplest architecture� the multi�layer perceptron without any
loop� This model corresponds to short�term memory phenomena and to a rather to
a weak informational content i�e to a weak relationship between signal and noise� On
the other hand� for some other phenomena� such as the language or speech analysis�
the presence of a �context� seems indispensable� In this case� we shall choose a
recurent network�

From now� we shall consider only the multi�layer perceptrons because their archi�
tecture implements the models we are interested in� The mathematic formulation
of this class of estimators is the following one F denotes the set of perceptrons with
one hidden layer� de�ned by F �

S��
k�� Fk with�

Fk �
n
f
��� IRd � IR � f�x� �

kX
i��

ci��Wix wi��  w��Wi � C et ci� w�� wi� � IR
o

����
where � denotes the activation function �typically the hyperbolic tangent�� In some
cases architectures with two hidden layers are reset�

��� Identi�cation Algorithm and learning

The basic algorithm for the identi�cation of the multi�layer perceptron parameters
remains the retropropagation of the gradient ����� In a study on this matter ����
it is suggested to apply this same principle of prediction�error�minimization� in us�
ing Gauss�Newton algorithm� so as to minimize the risk� without explicitly precising
which mechanisms are used to control the complexity� In that work� the complexity�
control was implicitly achieved by using the smallest number of units in the hidden
layer� therefore a reducer number of parameters� A certain lack of precautions nat�
urally led to overlearning denounced by some authors ����� Still in this parametric
setting� several algorithms for the elimination of some parameters have been pro�
posed� starting from heuristics� such as the so�called �optimal Brain Damage� ����
or based on a statistical test ���� ���� It is always the same principle� the research of
the smallest real parameters by building up or cutting down method� The number
of real parameters of the model can also be reduced by selecting the explicative
variables presented to the network �����

Another method for controling the complexity is inspired by the regularization the�
ory and is known as penalization ����� This method consists in favouring the �simple�
solutions� adding a term of penalization to the function to be minimized which may�
for instance become �

T��X
t��

kxt�� � bf ��t�W �k�  �
jW jX
j��

w�
j	w

�
�

�  w�
j	w

�
�

����



in which jW j represents the number of parameters to be adjusted� At the same time�
the authors propose a heuristic to decrease � during the optimization� The aim is to
penalize not only the important connections but also the too weak connections which
are supposed to correspond to more complex models� i�e having a more important
number of e�cient parameters� The �favoured� areas are around the values � and
��� This approach also consists� to a certain extent� in eliminating the non signi�cant
parameters� We have chosen a di	erent approach which� to our eyes� seems easier
to put into practice� that is noise�injection ����� Noise�injection is a particularly
attractive heuristic because of its null algorithmic cost� The method consists in
adding noise in the examples presented at the entrance of the multi�layer perceptron�
The model complexity is then controlled by the variance of the additional noise�
Other techniques do exist but it is di�cult to prove the advantage of one approach
over another one� Even if it is possible to justify theoretically the noise�injection� it is
our experience which also led us to choose this technique for complexity�adjustment�
Up to a point� the method matters little as long as it allows the control of the number
of the e	ective parameters of the 
exible model�

As we have just seen the same neural network can be used in two di	erent ways�
corresponding to two di	erent objectives� the parametric point of view� allowing
the determination of the smallest architecture� and the non�parametric approach
which looks for the optimal number of e	ective parameters for an over dimensioned
network� This second approach will give better results� And it is no wonder� as we
have already seen that its aim is to minimize the predictional error�

��� Consistency of the principle

We are going to show� in the particular case of the algorithm of noise�injection in
the multi�layer perceptrons� and for some processes� the consistency of the empirical
risk minimization principle� that is to say the complete� uniform convergence on a
compact C � IRd� of the function bfT �x� calculated by the network identi�ed at time
T towards the regression function� In other terms� a real positive � exists such that �

�X
T��

IP� sup
x�C

j bfT �x�� r�x�j 
 ���� ����

Whatever the marginal distribution denoted ��x� supposed to be common to all the
random variables � as long as they verify certain conditions of regularity �condition
A� in ������ To obtain this kind of result� we shall have to lean on the fact that a
neural network is a universal approximator and therefore let his architecture grow
just as the regressor of Naradaya Watson grows according to the size of the sample�
We shall thus start giving a result in consistency� The evaluation of the speed of
convergence should come later�

Noise injection consists in modifying the empirical cost and therefore in minimizing



the noised cost� thus�

eJNI � �

N

�

T � �

T��X
t��

NtX
n��

kxt�� � bf ��t  t�n�k
� ����

in which  designates a realization of a random variable drawn according to the
distribution K� with variance �� To a certain point when often injecting noise �N
large� one minimizes�

JNI � IE
� �

T � �

T��X
t��

kxt�� � bf��t  �k�
�

����

that is to say de�ning �t � �t  

JNI �
�

T � �

T��X
t��

Z
kxt�� � bf��t�k�K���t � �t�d�t ����

The minimum of JNI is then given by ���� �

bfNW�x� �
T��X
t��

xt��K��x� �t�

T��X
t��

K��x� �t�

����

A multi�layer perceptron being a universal approximator if only the number of units
in the hidden layer is su�cient� the network will converge to the Naradaya Watson
regressor bfNW�x�� The variance � plays the part of the bandwidth of the Naradaya
Watson regressor� Now we know that under certain conditions this estimator is a
consistent estimator of the autoregression � function ����� This result can thus be
directly adapted for the noise�injected multi�layer perceptrons�

Theoreme

If the random processus �Xt�t�IN is a ��mixing process� if all random
variable Xt all admit the same marginal density ��x�� if this density �
and the autoregression function r are �regular enough�� if the kernelK�
is �well�chosen�� if the capacity of the multi�layer perceptron is su�cient�
if the variance of the injected noise veri�es � � � aT�b with � � a and
� � b � �	��

Then the principle of the minimization of the empirical risk is consistent
i�e the multilayer perceptron obtained in minimizing the empirical risk
uniformly converges uniformly in probability towards the autoregression
function when the size of the sample tends towards in�nity� The ����
property is veri�ed�



The same result can be obtained with other types of less restrictive mixture con�
ditions such as ��mixture conditions� Compared to the kernels� the use of the
multi�layer perceptron o	ers two advantages� On one hand� they allow a sort
of �compilation� of the Naradaya�Watson regressor� On another hand� when the
regression�function veri�es certain properties� the neural approximation allows us
to defeat the �curse of dimensionality� ��� thanks to the non linearities of multilay�
ered perceptrons� On this class of functions it should be possible to calculate more
advantageous rates of convergence than those obtained by the kernel�method� To
sum it up neural networks are preferable when the number of explicative variables
is important and in a lesser measure� when the size of the sample is important�

��� Validation and con�dence intervals

The problem of the validation of a model and that of the prediction�precision are
bound� To select a model for a given application it is necessary to be able to compare
it with others� The comparison of the models can be achieved but with the help of
a �good� estimator of the error in generalization� This estimator will also give us
the precision of the prediction�

����� Test set

The use of a test ensemble to validate a model is both the simplest and the most
frequently used approach� It consists in separating the sample into two parts� and
keeping part of the data for the validation� The empirical error on the test ensemble
being independent from the model identi�cation process is an estimator without
bias of the error in generalization� But there is sometimes a lack of data to build up
a representative test ensemble� In the case of solar eruptions for instance� the data
given for the test had to be split into two parts� It seems that the behaviour of the
series from ����� is not comparable to the rest of the series ���� " These test datas
are not signi�cant and should rather be used to identify the model�

����� Forecasting resampling methods

When the data are too few to build up a representative test�ensemble it is possible
to resample them so as to build another estimator of this error in generalization�
Among the three most used resampling techniques� Jackknife� crossed validation
and bootstrap� we shall study only the last technique which costs less in calculation
on our big samples� In prediction� the dependent character of the sample imposes
some adjustments before using these techniques�

The bootstrap principle consists in duplicating the sample ����� To do so� we suppose
the data to have been generated according to the following model

Xt�� � f��t�  �t t � �� T � � ����



in which the �t are supposed residuals i�i�d� with an unknown distribution d� To
resample� we must �rst identify a model bf from the time series xt� t � �� T � The
residuals b�t are then estimated by the di	erence �

b�t � xt�� � bf��t� t � �� T � � ����

An empirical estimator bd of d can then be built� starting from the estimation of the
residuals b�t�

bd�x� � �
�

T��
if � t � f�� � � � � Tg such that x � xt

� else
����

It is now possible to resample� starting from the �rst observed values in which
��
� � �� is a sample drawn �

x�t�� �
bf���

t �  ��t t � �� T � � ����

where ��t is a sample sorted from distribution bd� It remains to make the algorithm
work again to �nd bf� the estimator of bf � When repeating the operation B times�
we obtain B di	erent models whose statistic properties are the same as those of the
initial sample� For instance� a prediction�precision will be obtainable by observing
the randomizing of the predictions provided by the B �replicas� obtained by the
resampling� There exist several estimators of error in generalization all built from a
replicated sample ����� chapter ���� The na#$ve estimator consists in estimating the
error owing to the mean of the empirical errors calculated with the initial sample
and the �bootstrap� functions bf�� This method is relatively costy in calculation
time for it multiplies by B the times of learning but it gives good results�

If one is only interested by the determination of a con�dence interval about the
prediction� it is then possible to identify the error�variance� i�e the g� component of
the FARCH model presented by the equation ����� This technique has already been
successfully used ���� ����

� Forecasting on real data� the water consump�

tion case

��� Supply prediction� the problem

The knowledge of the morrow water�demand is a concrete prediction problem bound
with the operating of the systems of distribution of drinking water� To build up a
prediction model we have a time series taking again the daily consumptions from
���� to ���� as well as the average temperatures and the pluviometry of those days�
The datas have been divided into two subsets� the years ��������� being used for
the training and the years ��������� constituting the test set�
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Figure �� Raw water demand data

Figure � presents the raw data of water consumption in an under network serving
an area in the south suburbs of Paris� The series admits a tendency� i�e a regular
increase of the water consumption through out time� This tendency is due to two
factors� the increase of the number of connection points linked with the seasons
and the other is weekly� visible on the data of ���� and ����� These data show an
increase of the consumption at the beginning of summer� then a sudden fall linked
with the holiday departures�

The relationship between the consumption and the temperature is non�linear� In
other studies� this relationship has been modelized in a threshold system� Under
about ��o Celsus temperature has no correlation with consumption� Above ��o the
consumption increases in a linear way� according to the temperature� But how can
we de�ne this threshold precisely knowing that it varies according to the season and



the number of persons present in the area � The non parametric approach may
improve the analysis of this non�linear aspect of the dependency�

Regarding the pluviometry� the relationship is not as clearly established and it seems
according to �gure ��� that rain and the consumption are independent� It is not
exactly so� By experience� the operating services know that� in summer� when it
rains the consumption tends to decrease whereas� in winter rain has no in
uence on
the water�demand� On another hand� the available information is not quite su�cient
for the �� mm of water fallen in �ve minutes during a storm will not at all have
the same e	ect on the consumption� as the �� mm fallen continuously during a day�
The factors in
uencing the water�demand are thus�

� Periodical factors

� period of the year� season e	ect

� day of the week

� Sociological factors

� Bank holidays

� School holidays

� Meteorological factors

� temperature

� pluviometry

� eventually other non available variables such as hours of sunshine �or
cloud covering� or the successive number of rainless days�

The raw data present a tendency which has to be eliminated� To achieve this
aim� the tendency is estimated by a linear regression� eventually by bit� The year
���� is not taken into account because being too exceptional it would perturb the
results� The estimation of tendency is then expressed in the following way�

T � �� �j  ����� ����

in which j represents Time in days counter from the origin of the calculation� Jan�
uary �st ����� If the residual series represented on diagram � is not necessarily
stationary it is at least bound and veri�es the hypotheses bound with the 
exible
estimation of the autoregression r�x��
There is still to discuss about the �normal� character of the data� Indeed� if we
can accept the gaussian modelization �if we admit the joint law of any complete
family of observation is Gaussian�� Then the linear prediction techniques are optimal
���� To study this hypothesis we can resort to a normal using Henry�s line �����
The purpose of a normal probability plot is to graphically assess whether the data
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Figure �� Corrected data after trend elimination

could come from a normal distribution� If the data are normal the plot will be
linear� The study of the plot ��gure �� allows us to reject the normality hypothesis�
Indeed the empirical distribution admits a signi�cant deviation in comparison with
the theoretical curve for high consumptions� This deviation was predictable when
examining the data historiogram� This can be explained by the fact that there
are peaks of consumption but that� on the other hand� the demand very rarely
lowers under a certain threshold� The water�demand is therefore a dissymetrical
phenomenon� The nature of the problem and the operators� experience suggest that
we should� in fact� use two models� one for winter and one for summer� According to
them the hypothesis of normality would be acceptable in winter� whereas� in summer
the e	ects of temperature and pluviometry should be eliminated �rst� The study of
Henry�s straight lines only from the sole data of the months of November� December�
January and February invalidates this �a priori�� in winter too� the consumptions
do not follow a normal law�

As to the examination of the summer data� it throws us into the heart of the problem�
how to model the relationships between the consumption and the temperature and
rain data� how to take into account the interactions between the variables and how
to decide that summer has come � There are two solutions to this problem� The �rst
one consists in eliminating these phenomena as we have eliminated the tendency to
make the series stationary� This preliminary work allows us after to use a linear
model� The second solution chooses to abandon the linear model to the pro�t
of a non parametric modeling of the phenomenon� But let us remember� not with
standing � and this is probably the most important argument � that the aim pursued
in this study is the minimization of the prediction error�

The physical phenomenon ruling over the drinking water consumption being
unknown� it is the non parametric modeling which will give us the best precision



since precision is its sole and unique objective for the 
exible models the criterion
comes before the model " To �nish with the study of the data a revealing and
important aspect of their nature is provided by the analysis of the autocorrelations
and periodograms presented in �gure �� The �week�day� and season e	ects are quite
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Figure �� Autocorelation� partial autocorelation and power spectrum

visible� The data appear cyclo�stationary with a lot of energy in the low frequencies�
No simple structure emerges from these representations�

��� Used method

Input Selection � The partial autocorrelations suggest to use an at least � days
delay to identify the function of autoregression� In a similar study on energy con�
sumption �ltered data have been used as explicative variables ����� This seems to



open on theoretical problems ����� The three last days� temperatures and pluviome�
try have also been taken into account� Lastly the week�day has been coded by seven
Booleans� The explicative variables thus come to the number of ���

����� Pretreatments

� The tendency of the series has been eliminated� The variables have been normalized
and the rain logarithmically coded according to our results� the other considered
coding � particularly for the day of the week � don�t bring anything more on this
series� Still to be considered� the public holidays� The initially chosen approach
consists in considering the �holiday� e	ect as an additive e	ect to be corrected� This
e	ect was therefore linearly estimated then eliminated� In the example presented
here� this pre�treatment has not been performed�

����� Parameters identi�cation

The general principle is that of the minimization of the empirical risk by a gradient
process called retropropagation� But� as we have seen� the principal problem linked
with the use of multi�layer perceptrons is that of complexity�control� In this paper�
we have compared two approaches of complexity�control which re
ect two di	erent
points of view on neural networks� the parametric and non parametric views�

If we consider a multi�layer perceptrons as a parametric model� we shall control
its complexity if we �nd the smallest model giving the best result� We can then use
an empirical incremental approach which consists in starting with one unit in the
hidden layer� then in increasing this number so as to attain the minimum on an
estimator of error in generalization� In our example� the minimum was obtained for
� units in the hidden layer�

The alternative approach considers the intrinsic 
exibility of the model and
aims at adjusting no more the real parameters of the model but its number of
e	ective parameters� We have used the noise�injection technique trying to �nd the
optimal variance� In this application� noise has been injected but on the random
components� Let us underline that this algorithm is of course slower to converge
� would it be only because of the size of the network �we took �� units� � but it
is more reliable than the �classical� retropropagation in the sense that it almost
always converges on the same minimum in the sense of generalization�

����� Prediction precision

The con�dence intervals have been estimated through a resampling of �bootstrap�
ing� type� The prediction�validity is also ensured by the de�nition of the �eld of
validity of the application implemented through a simple mechanism of distance�
reject�



Year Persistant ARMAX�������� �parametric� Noise Injection
MLP �� units� MLP

���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
���� ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %
Mean ���� % ���� % ���� % ���� %

Table �� MERA error comparison
Year Persistant ARMAX�������� �parametric� Noise Injection

MLP �� units� MLP

Mean ����� ����� ����� ����	

Table �� ARV error comparison

��� Results

To compare results� we have looked for the best ARMAX model on the stationarized
series with temperature as another explicative series� The best model for the test�
error has been the ARMAX model ��� ��� ��� For comparison� we have used the
minimized criterion and a criterion of the absolute value of the relative error on a
test�set� This criterion is the one recommended by the prediction users multiplied
by a hundred to get percentages� It has the merit to possess� besides� good statistic
properties� The results as seen in table � show a signi�cative advantage for the non�
parametric approach of neuron�networks� The study of the residuals shows that
there is still some information to be drawn�

��� Other applications

This type of technique has already been used for other applications of prediction for
the daily water consumption in France ���� in England ����� in Germany ���� and in
the United States ����� It has also been used for electricity consumption ���� ��� ���
and for the stock�exchange ����� In all these applications� three fundamental points
bound with a prediction�application are found� Besides the prediction itself we
must have a con�dence�interval available and we must be able to de�ne the validity
�eld of the model� Other prediction�applications have also been developed owing to
connectionist models� particularly for the prediction of a daily consumption pro�le
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Figure �� Forecasting error analysis

�����

� Conclusion

To make a one�step�ahead prediction� when the precision of the prediction is the
factor and no model is available� a 
exible estimator of the autoregression function
must be used� If a great number of experimental data is available and� above all� if
the number of explicative variables is important� one can use a multi�layer percep�
tron as an estimator if implementing the principle of minimization of the empirical
risk� Under certain conditions this estimator is consistent� This type of so called
connectionist model will therefore be generally preferred to other model which are



more complex and more di�cult to use as networks� To implement this approach ef�
�ciently it is preferable to eliminate an eventual tendency� The principal di�culty is
the adjustment of the model complexity� To this end� we have used noise�injection�
and a method of resampling� the �bootstrap� to compare di	erent adjustments�
This last technique moreover allows us to give a con�dence interval on prediction�
Yet� because of its empirical character� it is still only case after case that this tech�
nique can be valued� Moreover� our results but con�rm those underlined in ����� if�
when looking at the data� there are many evidences of the presence of non linearities
the use of a non�linear prediction model gives signi�cant but weakly precise savings
and practically no improvement as to the reliability of the prediction� Where from
the interest of a coupling with a parametric modeling to the �elds of application
of the non�parametric model� When using a 
exible model such as a multi�layer
perceptron� the essential point is the mechanism of the complexity control� But this
control� being implicit� is di�cult to be mastered with neural networks� In some
areas� the solution may be oversmoothed� and in others it may be under smoothed�
Therefore� we think important to have at our disposal a complexity adjustment
mechanism which is at one local and global� It is this type of mechanism which
is explicit in the wavelet representation� This representation� already used to solve
the one�step�ahead prediction problems ���� de�nes a new class of models which
might prove useful to solve the complexity�control problems raised by the 
exible
regression�
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